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Abstract
This work addresses the challenge of comparing perioc-
ular images captured in different spectra, which is known to
produce significant drops in performance in comparison to
operating in the same spectrum. We propose the use of Con-
ditional Generative Adversarial Networks, trained to con-
vert periocular images between visible and near-infrared
spectra, so that biometric verification is carried out in the
same spectrum. The proposed setup allows the use of ex-
isting feature methods typically optimized to operate in a
single spectrum. Recognition experiments are done using a
number of off-the-shelf periocular comparators based both
on hand-crafted features and CNN descriptors. Using the
Hong Kong Polytechnic University Cross-Spectral Iris Im-
ages Database (PolyU) as benchmark dataset, our experi-
ments show that cross-spectral performance is substantially
improved if both images are converted to the same spec-
trum, in comparison to matching features extracted from
images in different spectra. In addition to this, we fine-
tune a CNN based on the ResNet50 architecture, obtaining
a cross-spectral periocular performance of EER=1%, and
GAR>99% @ FAR=1%, which is comparable to the state-
of-the-art with the PolyU database.
1. Introduction
Periocular recognition makes use of the region surround-
ing the eye to determine the identity of a person [2]. This
region can be used for recognition purposes in a wide range
of unconstrained environments where the face may be oc-
cluded (e.g. due to masks or uncooperative subjects), or the
iris has not sufficient resolution [22]. In addition to requir-
ing a more relaxed acquisition than face or iris, the peri-
ocular modality is more resistant to covariates such as face
expression [24], image blur [18], or aging [16]. It can be
also used to reliably predict for example gender or ethnicity
[2], or to estimate face expression [3]. Given than the peri-
ocular area appear in iris and face images, it can be easily
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obtained with existing face and iris setups as well.
In spite of the advances in periocular biometrics, cross-
spectral operation remains a challenge. A significant per-
formance degradation is usually observed when comparing
periocular images acquired in different spectra [15, 31, 26,
11]. Iris images are usually captured in the near-infrared
(NIR) spectrum, with many large-scale applications in place
such as national ID programs [20]. In parallel, the use of
face images in the visible (VIS) spectrum is booming in ap-
plications involving social networks, smartphone devices,
or surveillance cameras. Therefore, in many practical ap-
plications, it may be the case that the registration and test
images are not acquired in the same spectrum [15].
Accordingly, this paper addresses the challenge of cross-
spectral periocular recognition. This has been studied in a
number of works. Operational evaluation is usually done
by reporting the Genuine Acceptance Rate (GAR, or pro-
portion or genuine users correctly accepted) for a given
False Acceptance Rate (FAR, or proportion of unautho-
rized persons accepted by the system). A false acceptance
typically is considered the most serious of biometric er-
rors, as it gives unauthorized users access to systems that
expressly are trying to keep them out. Therefore, opera-
tional points of FAR=1%, 0.1% or even smaller are typ-
ically employed. Another metric is the Equal Error Rate
(EER), which corresponds to the operational point when
the proportion of false acceptances is equal to the propor-
tion of false rejections. The work [15] proposed to compare
the ocular region cropped from VIS face images against
NIR iris images. They employed three feature descriptors,
namely Local Binary Patterns (LBP), Normalized Gradient
Figure 1. Our cross-spectral periocular recognition framework.
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Correlation (NGC), and Joint Database Sparse Represen-
tation (JDSR). Using a self-captured database with 1358
images of the left eye from 704 subjects, they report a
cross-spectral performance of EER=23% by score-level fu-
sion of the three experts. The authors in [31] presented
the IIITD Multispectral database (IIITD-IMP), with 1240
VIS, NIR and Night Vision images from 62 subjects. To
cope with cross-spectral comparisons, they employed Neu-
ral Networks (NNs) to learn the variabilities caused by each
pair of spectra. They used a Pyramid of Histogram of
Oriented Gradients (PHOG) as input of the Neural Net-
works. They reported results for each eye separately, and
for the combination of both eyes, with cross-spectral per-
formance between GAR=38-64% at FAR=1% (best of the
two eyes) and GAR=47-72% (combining the two eyes). The
use of off-the-shelf Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
as feature extraction method for NIR-VIS comparison was
recently proposed in [11]. Here, the authors identified the
layer of the ResNet101 network (pre-trained on ImageNet)
that provides the best performance on each spectrum. Then,
they trained a NN that uses as input the feature vector of
the best respective layers. Using the IIITD-IMP database,
they reported results considering the left and right eyes of
a person as different users (effectively duplicating the num-
ber of classes). The obtained cross-spectral accuracy was
EER=5-10% and GAR=81-88% at FAR=1%, outperform-
ing any previous study with this database.
The same database employed in the present paper, the
Hong Kong Polytechnic University Cross-Spectral Iris Im-
ages Database (PolyU) [20], has been used in a number of
studies with the periocular and iris modalities, or a fusion
of both. It has 12540 images from 209 subjects in NIR and
VIS spectra. A comparative summary of works using this
database, including the present paper, can be found later in
the experimental section (Table 1). It must be highlighted
that the majority of studies employ a subset of the database
which corresponds to subjects whose irises can be properly
segmented. The authors in [26] employed the IIITD-IMP
and PolyU databases, with each eye considered a different
user. To carry out VIS-NIR comparisons, they used Markov
Random Fields combined with two variants of local bi-
nary patterns (LBP), namely, FPLBP (Four-Patch LBP) and
TPLBP (Three-Patch LBP). They reported a cross-spectral
periocular GAR at 0.1% FAR of 16-18% (IIITD-IMP) and
45-73% (PolyU). By fusion with the iris modality using
Log-Gabor descriptors, they further improved the results up
to GAR=74-84% with PolyU. The IIITD-IMP, PolyU and
CrossEyed databases (the latter with 3840 images in NIR
and VIS spectra from 120 subjects [30]) were used in [5].
To normalize differences in illumination between NIR and
VIS images, they applied Difference of Gaussian (DoG) fil-
tering. The descriptors employed included LBP and HOG.
They reported results for each eye separately, and for the
combination of both. The IIITD-IMP database gave the
worst results, with a cross-spectral EER of 45% and a GAR
at 0.1% FAR of only 25% (two eyes combined). The re-
ported accuracy with the other databases is better, ranging
between 10-14% (EER) and 83-89% (GAR).
Another works report results only with the iris modality
of PolyU [20, 1]. These are also included here for compar-
ative purposes. The authors of [20] investigated two ap-
proaches to cope with cross-spectrum recognition. First,
they proposed a classification framework based on Naive-
Bayes Nearest-Neighbor (NNBN). In the second approach,
they developed a iris texture synthesis framework using
multiscale Markov random fields (MRF), where they esti-
mated VIS iris patterns from the synthesis of iris patches
in NIR images. The reported iris accuracy with PolyU is
EER=24-27% and GAR=59-62% at 0.1% FAR. In [1], they
incorporated Supervised Discrete Hashing (SDH) for com-
pression and classification of the features learned from an
own trained CNN with softmax cross-entropy loss. The
SDH framework was also incorporated into other existing
CNN architectures (VGG16 and ResNet50). The reported
iris accuracy using PolyU is further reduced in compar-
ison to the previous study to EER=5-7% and GAR=77-
87% at 0.1% FAR using a subset of 280 classes, and to
EER=12% and GAR=57% over the entire dataset. The en-
tire dataset is also used in [32] (together with the CrossEyed
database), where the authors fine-tuned a VGG16 and a
ResNet50 model pre-trained for face recognition [25, 6].
The networks were first trained for biometric identifica-
tion, using images from both spectra together. To carry
out verification experiments, the vector before the cross-
entropy layer were used as feature representation, and the
cosine distance was used as metric to match two given sam-
ples. The reported cross-spectral periocular accuracy is
EER=1.8±0.21% (VGG16) and 0.78±0.09% (ResNet50).
They also reported results of the iris modality (being worse
than the periocular modality), and of the fusion of both
modalities, pushing the error rates further down.
In this work, we address the challenge of periocular
cross-spectrum recognition using a image translation tech-
nique based on Conditional Generative Adversarial Net-
works (CGANs) [19, 14]. In this approach (Figure 1), the
image in one spectrum is converted to the other spectrum,
so that verification is carried out in the same spectral do-
main. We employ the PolyU database in our setup. The
proposed approach allows to use existing biometric com-
parators without further modification. For verification ex-
periments, we employ the traditional Histogram of Ori-
ented Gradients (HOG), Local Binary Patterns (LBP) and
Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) key-points, used
as baseline in many periocular studies [2]. Inspired by
previous works in ocular biometrics [21, 10, 11], we also
use three off-the-shelf CNNs pre-trained on the ImageNet
Figure 2. Generator and discriminator models.
Figure 3. Images from the PolyU database.
database (Resnet101 [9], Densenet201 [13], MobileNet v2
[29]), and two CNNs pre-trained to classify faces (VG-
GFace [25], ResNet50ft [6]). These networks have proven
to be successful in recognition tasks apart from the task for
which they were designed, including cross-spectral periocu-
lar recognition [11, 4]. In our experiments, we observe that
the cross-spectral performance of these off-the-shelf de-
scriptors improve substantially if the images are converted
to the same spectrum, validating the proposed CGAN-based
spectrum translation technique. To pursue even lower cross-
spectral error rates, we fine-tune a ResNet50 architecture
pre-trained on the ImageNet database (which contains about
1M images from 1000 classes). The error rates obtained are
competitive with the state-of-the-art, given by recent study
[32]. The latter employs ResNet50 too, but using as base
the network of [6], which is fine-tuned first for face recogni-
tion with two databases that are much bigger than ImageNet
(MS-Celeb-1M, with 10M images from 100K people, and
VGGFace2 dataset, with 3.1M images from 8.6K people).
From this viewpoint, we are capable of obtaining compara-
ble performance with a much smaller training budget.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we describe the spectrum translation method based
on Conditional Generative Adversarial Networks. Sec-
tion 3 presents our experimental framework, including the
database, the protocol employed for cross-spectral periocu-
lar recognition, the periocular comparators, and the results.
Finally, conclusions are given in Section 4.
2. Spectrum Translation
This section describes the spectrum translation algorithm
employed. Our aim is to make that the images look as if they
were captured in the target spectrum. To accomplish this,
we employ Conditional Generative Adversarial Networks
(CGANs) [19]. Traditional GANs are generative models
that learn a mapping G from a random noise vector z to an
output image y, G : z → y [8]. Conditional GANs, instead,
are conditioned to the input, in our case a periocular image
taken in a specific spectrum. CGANs learn a mapping from
an observed image x and a random noise vector z to the
output y, G : {x, z} → y. The objective of a Conditional
GAN is usually expressed as:
LcGAN (G,D) =Ex,y[logD(x, y)]+
Ex,y[log(1−D(x,G(x, z))]
(1)
where G (the generator) tries to minimize it against an ad-
versarial D (the discriminator) that tries to maximize it.
We make use of one of the most famous CGAN for
image-to-image translation called Pix2Pix [14]. In contrast
to other solutions like [34], where the network learns a map-
ping based on the general look of the input and output im-
ages, the method of [14] adds a L1 distance term to force
the generated image to be closer to the target:
LL1(G) = Ex,y,z[‖y −G(x, z)‖1] (2)
so that the loss function to optimize becomes:
G∗ = argmin
G
max
D
LcGAN (G,D) + λLL1(G) (3)
This way, the generator is asked not to only fool the dis-
criminator, but also to be near to the ground-truth image.
We use a Keras implementation of Pix2Pix . The struc-
ture of the generator and discriminator is shown in Figure 2.
The choice of this particular CGAN is because it exploits
the pixel-wise alignment between images, as with the em-
ployed dataset. This should ease the work of the generator
to get a closer representation of the output, and help to min-
imize the L1 term, giving a more accurate representation of
the target data. The generator uses a version of the famous
encoder-decoder architecture U-NET [28], in this case a U-
NET-256 with batch normalization. The discriminator is a
PatchGAN, where the output is an image of 30×30, with
each pixel corresponding to a patch of size 70×70 in the
input. This 70×70 PatchGAN has proven to give sharper
results both in spatial and spectral dimensions. Finally, the
discriminator checks if each patch belongs to the target im-
age or has been generated, using the corresponding patch in
the input image for comparison. The model is trained using
Adam as optimizer and a learning rate of 0.001.
https://github.com/tjwei/GANotebooks
Figure 4. Double-headed and triplet-loss networks for cross-
spectral periocular recognition.
3. Experimental Framework
3.1. Database and Protocol
We employ the Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Cross-Spectral Iris Images Database (PolyU) [20]. It
was acquired under simultaneous bi-spectral imaging in
NIR and VIS wavelengths. It contains 12540 iris images
(209×2×15×2) from both eyes of 209 subjects, with 15
images per spectrum. Each image is of 640×480 pixels,
with pixel correspondence between the NIR and VIS im-
ages. Some examples are shown in Figure 3. Following the
procedure in [20], ten images from each eye are set aside as
training images, while the remaining five images are used
as test images. Images are resized to 256×256 pixels using
bicubic interpolation to fit the generator requirement.
We carry out verification experiments, with each eye
considered a different user, leading to 209×2=418 users.
Genuine trials are done by comparing each test image
of an eye to the remaining test images of the same
eye, avoiding symmetric comparisons. This results in
418×(4+3+2+1)=4180 genuine scores. Impostor trials
are done by comparing the first test image of an eye to
the second test image of the remaining eyes, resulting in
418×417=174306 impostor scores. Experiments have been
done in a stationary computer with an i7-8700 processor, 32
Gb RAM, and a NVIDIA GTX Titan 5 GPU.
3.2. Periocular Comparators
To assess the goodness of the spectrum translation algo-
rithm, we employ a number of periocular recognition ex-
perts, whose choice is motivated as follows. First, we apply
the most widely used features in periocular research, em-
ployed as baseline in many studies [2]: Histogram of Ori-
ented Gradients (HOG) [7], Local Binary Patterns (LBP)
[23], and Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) key-
points [17]. The authentication for LBP and HOG consist
of a simple Euclidean distance comparison between the fea-
ture images, while for SIFT we use the number of paired
key-points normalized by the mean number of points in
both images. We finally combine the scores of the three
systems using Linear Logistic Regression, as explained in
[4]. Inspired by the works [21, 10, 11] in iris and ocular
biometrics, we also leverage the power of existing architec-
tures pre-trained with millions of images to classify hun-
dreds of thousands of object categories. These have proven
to be successful in very large recognition tasks apart from
the detection and classification tasks for which they were
designed [27]. Here, we employ the very deep Resnet101
[9] and Densenet201 [13] architectures, as well as the mo-
bile architecture MobileNet v2 [29]. With this choice, we
aim at comparing very deep architectures with a lightweight
CNN. In using these networks, periocular images are fed
into the feature extraction pipeline of each pre-trained CNN
[21, 10]. But instead of using the vector from the last layer,
we employ as feature descriptor the vector from the inter-
mediate layer identified as the one providing the best per-
formance (in our case, the layers recommended in [4] for
NIR-VIS cross-spectral periocular recognition). We also
employ two networks pre-trained to classify faces: VG-
GFace [25], and ResNet50ft [6]. The first one is trained
using the VGGFace dataset (2.6M images from 2.6K peo-
ple), while the second one is trained using the MS-Celeb-
1M dataset (10M images from 100K people) and then fine-
tuned on VGGFace2 dataset (3.1M images from 8.6K peo-
ple). Since these are trained to classify faces, we speculate
that they can provide effective recognition with the perioc-
ular region as well, given that it appears in the training im-
ages. These face pre-trained networks are also the models
which are fine-tuned in [32]. With VGGFace, we use the
layer recommended in [4]. The periocular descriptor with
ResNet50ft is extracted from the layer adjacent to the clas-
sifier layer. To carry out verification experiments, the ex-
tracted vectors with any of these networks can be simply
compared using distance measures. In our case, we employ
the χ2 distance, which has shown better results than other
measures such as the cosine or Euclidean distances [10].
To pursue ultimate performance, a ResNet50 [9] model,
pretrained with the ImageNet dataset, has been fine-tuned
to the periocular modality. This architecture has reported
very good results in recent works applied to facial [6] and
ocular recognition [32]. Four networks are trained first
to carry out biometric identification with the training im-
ages of the PolyU database: one network trained with NIR
(real) images, one network with NIR (synthetic) images,
one network with VIS (real) images, and finally, one net-
work trained with VIS (synthetic) images. Our motivation
to train recognition networks with synthetic images is to as-
sess the goodness of the spectrum translation algorithm by
ImageNet. http://www.image-net.org
Figure 5. Results of spectrum translation.
Figure 6. Recognition performance using traditional periocular
hand-crafted features and off-the-shelf CNNs. Best seen in color.
measuring differences in accuracy when trained with each
type of data. We then propose two different models for
cross-spectral verification (Figure 4). The first one consists
of a double-headed CNN architecture, each branch being a
previously trained CNN for identification with the specific
type of data input (NIR or VIS, real or synthesized). We
freeze the layers of the CNNs, and concatenate the outputs
of the layers adjacent to the classifier layer to form an em-
bedded vector from the two branches. Then, we train a fully
connected neural network to classify the embedded vector
as a genuine or an impostor attempt. We use Soft-Max as
the last activation function, and train the system with binary
cross-entropy loss and Adam as the optimizer. The second
system is a Triplet Loss network [12]. We make use of our
previously trained CNNs for identification as the base, with
their layers frozen, and train a fully connected network to
create an optimized small vector representation for verifica-
tion. Here, the triplets are extracted with one CNN branch
only, trained for the specific spectrum at hand. In training
the triplet-loss model, the back-bone network can be trained
either with real images (‘R’ variant), or with synthetic im-
ages (‘S’ variant). We use Euclidean distance, the improved
triplet loss function [33] and Adam as the optimizer.
3.3. Results and Discussion
Figure 6 presents the results of our experiments with
the hand-crafted features and off-the-shelf CNN descrip-
tors described in Section 3.2. We report both intra-spectral
(black/red curves) and cross-spectral experiments. Cross-
spectral experiments include matching of features from im-
age pairs in different spectra (NIR-VIS, purple curves), and
matching of features from pairs where one of the images
has been translated to the spectrum of the other image with
the CGAN method of Section 2. This involves two pos-
sibilities: that the images are compared in the NIR spec-
trum (indicated as NIR-(VIS→NIR), green curves), and that
the images are compared in the VIS spectrum (indicated as
VIS-(NIR→VIS), blue curves). Numerical results of cross-
spectral experiments with these off-the-shelf descriptors are
given in Table 1 (bottom) as well. Some example images
after applying spectrum translation are also shown in Fig-
ure 5, together with the input and target (ground-truth) im-
Work Classes Modality Features EER GAR@FAR=1% GAR@FAR=0.1%
[5] 209 Periocular (L) LBP 36.61% - 25.56%
Periocular (L) HOG 19.57% - 70.97%
Periocular (R) LBP 35.74% - 29.43%
Periocular (R) HOG 18.79% - 73.12%
Periocular (L+R) LBP 35.55% - 35.37%
Periocular (L+R) HOG 13.87% - 83.12%
[26] 280 Iris LG 33.4% - 41.8%
Iris MRF - - 61.9%
Periocular FPLBP 32.5% - 45.4%
Periocular TPLBP 19.8% - 73.2%
Fusion LG+FPLBP 26.6% - -
Fusion LG+TPLBP 17.9% - 74.7%
Fusion LG+TPLBP+MRF - - 84.2%
[20] 280 Iris NNBN 26.68% - 58.8%
Iris MRF 23.87% - 61.9%
[1] 280 Iris CNN-SDH 5.39% 90.7% 86.6%
Iris VGG16-SDH 4.85% 91.6% 83.2%
Iris ResNet50-SDH 7.17% 87.9% 76.8%
Work Classes Modality Features EER GAR@FAR=1% GAR@FAR=0.1%
[1] 418 Iris CNN-SDH 12.41% 64.2% 57.4%
[32] 418 Iris VGGFace 2.16±0.16% - -
Iris ResNet50ft 1.13±0.14% ∼98.8% ∼94.7%
Periocular VGGFace 1.8±0.21% - -
Periocular ResNet50ft 0.78±0.09% ∼99.3% ∼98.2%
Fusion VGGFace 0.93±0.1% - -
Fusion ResNet50ft 0.49±0.06% ∼99.6% ∼99.2%
Ours 418 Periocular ResNet101 12.6% 53.5% 26.7%
NIR-VIS DenseNet201 8.6% 76.9% 54.7%
MobileNetv2 13.6% 46.6% 20.7%
LBP+HOG+SIFT 17.5% 43.8% 20.4%
VGGFace 11.4% 69.9% 48.4%
ResNet50ft 39.6% 3.9% 1.1%
ResNet50+SM 1.9% 96.5% 67.6%
Periocular ResNet101 8.0% 79.4% 61.4%
NIR-(VIS→NIR) DenseNet201 7.2% 83.5% 70.7%
MobileNetv2 6.4% 84.8% 66.6%
LBP+HOG+SIFT 3.6% 93.5% 84.6%
VGGFace 7.6% 83.5% 74.3%
ResNet50ft 21.5% 36.4% 16.7%
ResNet50+SM 1.5% 97.4% 74.6%
ResNet50(R)+TL 1.5% 98.0% 93.0%
ResNet50(S)+TL 1.0% 99.1% 96.7%
Periocular ResNet101 6.5% 85.1% 71.8%
VIS-(NIR→VIS) DenseNet201 6.7% 86.4% 75.7%
MobileNetv2 5.1% 89.7% 79.0%
LBP+HOG+SIFT 5.3% 87.5% 71.0%
VGGFace 7.3% 84.0% 75.0%
ResNet50ft 15.3% 49.7% 27.9%
ResNet50+SM 2.0% 96.3% 77.5%
ResNet50(R)+TL 1.7% 97.6% 91.3%
ResNet50(S)+TL 1.9% 97.4% 93.0%
Table 1. Cross-spectral performance of other works in the literature using the same database. The best results of the periocular modality
are marked in bold in each column, as well as the best results achieved with our approach.
ages, where we can appreciate the realistic results obtained.
From Figure 6, we observe that translating images to the
same spectrum provides improved performance (green/blue
curves), in comparison to keeping images in their original
spectra (purple curves). The purple curves have an EER be-
tween 8.6 and 17.5%, while the EER after translating both
images to the same spectrum is between 3.6 and 8% (if we
do not consider the ResNet50ft descriptor, which has much
worse performance than the others). In some cases (VG-
GFace), cross-spectral performance is even comparable to
the intra-spectral case. This validates our approach of con-
verting images to the same spectrum before verification, in-
stead of matching features extracted from images in differ-
ent spectra. It is also worth noting that the majority of sys-
tems exhibit better performance if images are converted to
the VIS spectrum (blue vs. green curve). A possible expla-
nation for this can be because of the creation of noisy iris
textures in the generator when synthesizing NIR images, to-
gether with the fact that skin texture is less visible in the
NIR spectrum (see Figure 5). On the other hand, VIS im-
ages given by the generator seem to recreate more similar
skin color and textures to the original image. In Figure 7,
we also give some examples where the spectrum translation
algorithm struggles, showing the mentioned phenomenon
of creation of noisy iris textures when generating NIR im-
ages. In the upper images, the pupil appears with irregular
shape and disseminated. In the lower images, the generated
pupil does not appear or is not aligned with the iris. The
latter seems to be caused due to the eye not being looking
to the front in those particular images, while the majority of
eyes in the dataset are gazing to the camera, so the generator
does not see sufficient training images having this phenom-
ena. Overall it also looks like the translation gives worse
performance more under low illumination.
By looking at the performance of the individual sys-
tems, it is surprising that the combination of the hand-
crafted HBP+HOG+SIFT features stands out as a top per-
former, surpassing deep architectures such as DenseNet201
or ResNet101. It is also remarkable the good performance
of MobileNet v2, a mobile model with just 53 layers, in
comparison to ResNet101 (101 layers) or DenseNet201
(201 layers). Also worth noting, the models pre-trained
with face images (VGGFace and ResNet50ft) do not show
better performance than the others, despite they have seen
images containing the periocular region during training. In
particular, the performance of ResNet50ft is surprisingly
bad in comparison with the other descriptors. On the other
hand, VGGFace shows comparable performance between
the intra-spectral and cross-spectral scenarios (after image
translation), although its intra-spectral performance is al-
ready worse than the other descriptors shown in Figure 6.
Figure 7. Results of (not so good) spectrum translation.
We also compare the performance of our approach
with another works in the literature that employ the same
database. Results are given in Table 1, including the
fine-tuned ResNet50 architecture described in Section 3.2.
Results show the two models proposed for verification
(Figure 4): the double-headed CNN with Soft-Max ac-
tivation (ResNet50+SM), and the Triplet-Loss network
(ResNet50+TL), the latter including the two variants for the
back-bone network (‘R’ and ‘S’). Some works reported in
Table 1 are focused on the periocular modality [5], while
another works employ the iris region only, or a fusion of
both modalities [26, 20, 1, 32]. It should also be noted that
the number of classes employed is different. For example,
in [5] they use 209 classes (corresponding to the 209 indi-
viduals of the database), reporting results for each eye sepa-
rately, and for their feature-level combination. As expected,
combining features from both left and right eyes leads to a
better performance. The works [26, 20, 1] employ a sub-
set of 280 eyes from the 209×2=418 eyes available in the
database. They correspond to 140 subjects whose images
are properly segmented in both VIS and NIR channels using
an automatic segmentation algorithm. From this viewpoint,
the images employed are those with sufficient quality so that
an automatic algorithm is able to locate the iris region suc-
cessfully. In [1, 32], they also report results using the entire
set of 418 eyes available, each eye being a different class,
which is the same setup employed in this paper. The dif-
ference between using 280 and 418 classes is also assessed
in [1], with the performance comparatively degraded from
EER=5.39% to 12.41%.
As it can be observed, our approach outperform all pre-
vious studies (except the work [32]), even if we are using
the entire dataset instead of a sub-set of high quality im-
ages. Considering that we are using the entire database with
low quality images included, it is also worth noting that the
cross-sensor EER obtained with some off-the-shelf descrip-
tors like LBP+HOG+SIFT or MobileNetv2 (around 4-5%)
would enable low security applications without the need
of training a dedicated verification network. At FAR=1%,
their performance is still acceptable (GAR of 89.7% or
higher), enabling some applications requiring some level of
security as well. This validates the suggested approach of
converting the images to the same spectrum for comparison.
Regarding the work [32], it employs the VGGFace
and ResNet50ft networks pre-trained for face recognition
(similar to our off-the-shelf networks) [25, 6], which are
then fine-tuned for periocular recognition with the PolyU
database. In particular, the pre-training of ResNet50ft con-
sists of a double fine-tuning with more than 13M face im-
ages from nearly 110K people (as described in [6]). In con-
trast, our ResNet50 model is pre-trained with a database
comparatively much smaller (ImageNet, with about 1M im-
ages from 1000 classes) before it is fine-tuned with PolyU.
Still, our best configuration achieves an EER of just 0.22%
above the experiments of [32], with a much less training
budget. One behaviour that we can appreciate also is that,
even though the Soft-Max (SM) and the Triplet Loss (TL)
approaches give similar EERs, the latter seems to be more
stable under a more restrictive low FAR. One possible ex-
planation could be the exponential behavior of the soft-max
function. Since triplet loss networks use distance metrics,
they show a more progressive degradation. Another in-
teresting results are that i) the best performance with our
trained models is obtained if both images are compared in
the NIR spectrum, in contrast to the off-the-shelf descrip-
tors, which showed better performance in the VIS spectrum;
and ii) a better performance is obtained if the back-bone
network of the triplet loss approach is trained with synthetic
(S) NIR images. The latter opens the door to combine real
and synthetic images to augment the training dataset.
Finally, in using the PolyU database, the work [1] trains a
CNN architecture similar to AlexNet, which is shallower in
comparison to more recent deep architectures such as VG-
GFace or ResNet50 employed in [32] and in the present
work. This could be an explanation of the better perfor-
mance shown by more recent studies with the entire PolyU
database. The deeper architecture of ResNet50 in partic-
ular has demonstrated excellent results when fine-tuned to
another modalities such as face [6], and it also shows supe-
rior capabilities in the periocular modality, as reported here.
Also, although the work [1] employs the iris modality, it
is worth to mention that our experiments with the periocu-
lar modality outperforms the results of [1] by a large mar-
gin after using the proposed spectrum translation technique.
The superiority of our approach is observed even with off-
the-shelf descriptors which are not trained specifically for
the periocular modality. Even without translating images to
the same spectrum (NIR-VIS case), some off-the-shelf de-
scriptors employing very deep networks already provide a
better performance as well, e.g. DenseNet201 (EER=8.6%
vs. 12.41%) or VGGFace (EER=11.4%). The superiority
of the periocular modality for cross-spectral recognition in
the difficult imaging conditions of the PolyU database has
been also observed in other works that compare both modal-
ities, e.g. [26, 32]. Apart than the iris constitutes a smaller
region of the image, another explanation could be that iris
recognition is more sensitive to cross-spectral experiments
due to melanin in dark irises (preponderant in this database),
which causes significant differences in how the iris region
appears in each spectrum. In this sense, it would be inter-
ested to test if the spectrum translation method proposed is
able to reduce such differences, helping to close the gap be-
tween the two biometric modalities.
4. Conclusions
This work investigates the challenge of comparing pe-
riocular images captured in different spectra, which usu-
ally provides worse performance than if they were captured
in the same spectrum [15, 31, 26, 11]. We propose the
use of an image translation technique based on Conditional
Generative Adversarial Networks (CGANs) [14]. The al-
gorithm employed is trained to translate images from the
visible spectrum (VIS) to the near-infrared spectrum (NIR),
or viceversa, so that biometric verification is done in the
same spectrum. The proposed method has the advantage
that traditional feature methods trained to work in a sin-
gle spectrum can be used out-of-the-box, with a number
of different approaches evaluated in this paper. Experi-
mental results are given on a database of 12540 images
in the VIS and NIR spectra from both eyes of 209 per-
sons (giving 209×2=418 available eyes). Our experiments
show the superiority of the proposed approach in compari-
son to previous studies that employ the same database. To
further reduce the error rates, we also fine-tune two dif-
ferent systems for cross-spectral biometric verification that
make use of ResNet50 pre-trained on ImageNet as the base
architecture (Figure 4). The first one employs a double-
headed network trained with Soft-Max and Cross-Entropy
loss, and the second one is Triplet Loss network trained
to create embedding of genuine vectors that are close to
each other while pushing impostor vectors apart. A par-
ticularity is that the CNN weights used for feature extrac-
tion are trained previously for biometric identification in a
single spectrum, and then the networks are frozen to train
the Soft-Max or Triplet Loss approach. This helps to re-
duce computation time and resources. Also, the back-bone
networks operate in a single spectrum, so images are pre-
viously converted using the proposed spectrum translation
technique. With this approach, we obtain results competi-
tive with the state-of-the-art [32], but with a more reduced
training scheme, achieving a cross-spectral periocular per-
formance of EER=1% and GAR=99.1% @ FAR=1%. We
also outperform previously reported results, even if operat-
ing in less-favorable conditions, i.e. by maintaining low-
quality images that are removed in other studies in the liter-
ature. This is even achieved with off-the-shelf general de-
scriptors that are not specifically trained for the periocular
modality, validating the employed approach of converting
the images to the same spectrum before comparison.
Future work includes the exploration of image transla-
tion approaches that do not need pixel-to-pixel correspon-
dence for training, such as CycleGAN [34]. We will also
explore the inclusion of a biometric recognition term to
the generator loss function. Given the success in employ-
ing synthetic images to train the verification networks, aug-
menting the training set with inclusion of both real and syn-
thetic images will be another avenue. We are also interested
in evaluating the verification system when the layers of the
CNNs are not frozen, and in the applicability of our cross-
spectral recognition to other modalities such as iris or face.
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